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Dara B. Green , CEO/Founder
Originally from upstate New York, Dara has been working in the 
domestic arena for over 30 years. Her extensive hands-on experi-
ence within the field of service combined with her education 
and genuine compassion for others, has put her at the top of the 
domestic staffing field in Southern California. 

Dara’s insight into the service industry comes from her experi-
ences waiting tables, working as a nanny, as well as teaching 
preschool (she holds a Bachelor of Arts in English Literature with 
a minor in Early Childhood Education). This range of experiences 
gives her unique insight into the needs of household manage-
ment. When she was a teacher, she found that students’ parents 
continuously recruited her to work with their children and over-
see multiple facets of household duties.

Seeing that her opinion was valued and wanting to accommodate 
each family’s unique needs, Dara opened Seaside Nannies as a 
resource for connecting families to other childcare providers. 

While operating and expanding Seaside over the past many years, 
Dara’s knowledge base has grown -- she has become California’s go-
to for successful staffing and recruiting in the entire domestic arena. 

Fast forward to over a decade later and Seaside staffing company 
has been taking care of Southern California's households with all 
of their domestic staffing needs. Domestic services include place-
ment of nannies, estate level housekeepers, chefs, house managers 
and personal assistants. Seaside's philosophy, personal approach 
and commitment to service, have led to thousands of successful 
placements in all facets of the domestic arena, establishing Seaside 
Staffing Company as the most reliable source for finding in-home 
care in Southern California. The Seaside team is known to go above 
and beyond industry standards with honesty and integrity as each 
candidate is a direct reflection of their core values. The professional 
matchmaking skills have made them experts in their field. Their 
offices in San Diego, Orange County and Los Angeles are always 
available for support before, during and after the process.

Seaside Staffing Company assists in creating harmonious house-
holds by helping connect the community with candidates of the 
highest caliber using a personalized approach.  The key to success-
fully connecting families with their household staff is our discreet 
and extensive interview process for both clients and candidates.

In-home visits assure clients that Seaside will only send only the 
most qualified candidates. This also reassures candidates that 
they are entering a safe environment.  Seaside Staffing Company 
interviews, performs background screenings and checks all ap-
propriate references for each candidate.

Seaside Staffing Company started in 2004 as a boutique nanny agency 

called Seaside Nannies®, serving the San Diego community. Since 

then, Seaside has expanded to serve a variety of household staffing 

needs throughout Southern California. As an established, full service 

domestic staffing agency, Seaside Staffing’s mission is to provide 

personalized service unlike that of any other agency in the area. 

Seaside Staffing Co.  
ph: 619-881.8887
www.seasidestaffingcompany.com
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